Use Case

Cloud Service for Care Homes

The SafeDNS cloud solution for web content filtering & online safety
was just what GDS Digital needed to have secure access to the Internet
in care homes.
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CHALLENGE
A web filtering solution that would secure the Internet access for several
Android devices separately while allowing customers to control all of them
remotely
IMPACT
With SafeDNS solution the care home residents can browse the internet
safely

PROBLEM
GDS Digital believes that it is crucial for everyone to have access to digital tools and services, so they make
it possible ensuring affordability and security.

GDS Digital uses simplified, easy-to-use Android devices vulnerable to cyber attacks. Moreover, setting up
a solution on the network level proved to be impossible, as each device used 4G internet connection.

They needed the solution that once implemented on every device, would not require any maintenance but it
would guarantee safe access to the Internet.

SOLUTION
Of all the SafeDNS services for web content filtering and online safety, the cloud content filtering service
was considered the most suitable. With the SafeDNS cloud web filtering solution, care homes residents can
use the Internet avoiding inappropriate or malicious websites. GDS Digital values simplicity, which is why
our solution fits well – cloud web filtering does not require any additional hardware making it easy to
implement. 

GDS Digital uses our solution through VPN, which makes it possible to control and monitor 870 devices
separately. Every month the report is sent and GDS Digital’s customers can look through the statistics
anytime. It also gives the opportunity to have web categorization no matter where the devices are, which
allows to have all the devices secured.

RESULT
SafeDNS cloud web filtering made the residents’ Internet surfing safe, being a key layer of security on their
devices.

Covering

all of the requirements, the SafeDNS solution fit perfectly as it is reasonably priced,

effective and not complicated.

The SafeDNS filtering technology recieved a prestigious
award from the world-famous test lab, Software Suggest.
SafeDNS solutions are recognized as having a good value
for money.

SafeDNS blocks a whopping 98.5% of requests to adult
content.

CONTACT US
+1 800.820.2530 (US)
+1 571.421.2990 (Outside US)

Support and technical inquiries:

For pricing inquiries:

For account and payment support:

sales@safedns.com

account@safedns.com

support@safedns.com

SafeDNS is a company founded in 2010 for developing web filtering
solutions for different markets and customers. Since 2013 SafeDNS has
been providing products for home and corporate users including
businesses, educational institutions, telecom operators, MSPs and VARs.

Now SafeDNS products and cloud service are used by more than 4 000
organizations and tens of thousands of home users worldwide.

